January 2014 Administrator Report

Once again the year has flown by. December was a good chance to finish up on yearly reports.
We have received about half of the no-interest loan payments that are due before January 15.
Reminder notices will go out on the 5th of January, for any not yet received.
I have had to send out second notices for most of the reserved water reports, once they are received I
can finish the yearly report for DNRC.
We have a new representative at Alpha graphics again. Each new rep takes a little longer to get things
together for the newsletter. We do have plenty of articles and are just waiting on the shells to be
printed, which should be ready the first week of January.
The Govenors Range tour 223 grant has been completed and payment received.
Rocker 6 will be completing their project soon, and our next quarterly report due on the 15 th. I have
been working with Andy and Chris to keep the files and records in order. Things have gone a lot
smoother so far on this grant, most likely due to the conservation district working as the central hub for
the contracts, reports and acre tracking.
I have been discussing the two resolutions that RCD took to MACD convention. Both passed convention
and now MACD is looking at amending them both to the National Level. Don will be attending the NACD
convention and will hopefully be at the resolutions committee hearing to represent Rosebud CD.
Conservation Days are still tentative; we are waiting to hear back from the schools on preferred dates.
We will most likely be working around the 5th grade fishing days with FWP as well, but hoping for the
first and second week of May. One obstacle we often face is state testing and schools getting out of
session earlier each year.
Happy New Year!! Bobbi

